
KUWAIT: Motivated by its role in keeping
up with the population growth and urban
expansion around Kuwait, the Ministry of
Health (MOH) is currently in the process of
executing a number of  mega projects to
build public hospitals and health care cen-
ters in order to finish them according to
schedule.

In this regard, the 2009-2010 MOH
budget allocated KD 1.25 billion to build
‘medical towers’ in various areas around
Kuwait within the state’s development
plan as well as MOH’s program to develop
health services, reduce medical appoint-
ments’ waiting time and end patients suf-
ferings while waiting to receive proper

treatment. The projects include the Jaber
Hospital, the new Amiri Hospital Tower,
developing Al-Sabah, Farwaniya, Adan,
and the infectious diseases hospitals as
well as the Kuwait Cancer Control Center
(KCCC). The projects also include the Ibn
Sina hospital development project, which
is about to be offered for public bidding,
and the Jahra hospital development proj-
ect that is being handled by the Amiri
Diwan. 

Informed sources added that minister
Dr Ali Al-Obaidi was personally following
up with the projects to make sure they
would finish on schedule. The sources
added that according to plans, there

would be 125 polyclinics in Kuwait by
2018. The sources also noted that once fin-
ished, the Jaber Hospital would include
1,168 beds, adding that the total cost for
building the Amiri Hospital Tower was KD
11 million. 

Meanwhile, high-ranking sources at
the General Secretariat of the Supreme
Council of Planning and Development
said that a proposal concerning the priva-
tization of public hospitals’ administra-
tions according to the public-private-part-
nership (PPP) principles had been dis-
cussed, adding that further meetings with
MOH officials would be held in this
regard. —  Al-Qabas, Al-Anbaa
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Many human communities have their own
ancient glories that remind them of days when
they used to have more power and dominate

more areas than the ones they currently inhabit. The
Turks had their Ottoman Empire, Italians had the Roman
Empire, and before them, the Greeks, the Persians, the
Spaniards and the Portuguese
had their own empires. In more
recent years, Great Britain had a
worldwide empire that was
known as “the empire on which
the sun never sets”, that domi-
nated most lands on earth. 

Those old days were ones of
military expansions and Arabs
were no exceptions. They had
their military glories and great
conquests. However, Arabs are
the only ones worldwide
lamenting and complaining
about losing this ancient glory, feeling sorry about the
past and crying for losing their powers in the Iberian
peninsula (Andalusia) as if they are the only nation that

had expanded at the expense of other peoples and took
control of others’ lands. 

Arabs sigh of lamenting this ‘glorious past’ has
become a major element for spreading terrorism and
psychological barriers with the entire world, simply
because people have been confusing history and reli-

gion on explaining the reasons
behind what happened. Arab
conquests have been portrayed
as religious holy wars made
under the Muslim caliphate dur-
ing the reigns of Umayyad and
Abbasid caliphs. This made those
who do not lament or care for
losing that ‘historic and religious’
legacy  seem like infidels who
would rejoice on seeing the
decline of religion, though facts
show that we are currently living
in countries that impose Islamic

regulations more than the Umayyad and Abbasids ever
did! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Congratulations,

cabbage! May the 

same apply to fatteh

and masgouf!

Al-Qabas

By Adnan Farzat

In my name and on behalf of heritage lovers who are
close to me, we do extend our heartiest congratulations
to ‘cabbage’, because it is about to be classified as part of

heritage by UNESCO, and thus a cabbage dish will be treated
just like all other monuments protected by UNESCO in Iraq
and Syria, ones that were shattered to dust right before their
eyes while they did nothing but blueprint them in 3D, hop-
ing to rebuild them someday. Seeing those monuments will
be more like watching a 3D movie and we will imagine that
we are actually touring them, then laugh at what we did
once the movie finishes. 

The BBC said UNESCO was about to add the famous
Korean dish kimchi (pickled cabbage) to a list of cultural her-
itage items. We congratulate them and beg their pardon for
not congratulating them when they were awarded the title,
because we were busy watching the winged bull statue in
Iraq and Palmyra monuments in Syria turn into ashes.
However, this is no excuse for us, because the living are more
important than the dead. What if stone monuments that
have existed for thousands of years get destroyed, com-
pared to a hot delicious spicy and sour dish of cabbage?!

To avoid being taken lightly in what I am saying about
kimchi, this particular dish has had many privileges that
many people did not. In 2008, it was taken into space by a
South Korean astronaut. Therefore, UNESCO ought to give
due care to cabbage even more than it ever gave to our
destroyed monuments. It should appoint a special guard to
each and every cabbage dish to protect it from theft or
being vandalized. Who knows, someone might intrude in
somebody’s cabbage dish in a restaurant after seeing nice-
smelling steam coming out and reach out to steal a bite! 

It would also be a disaster if cabbage crops were dam-
aged by the same frost and blizzards killing refugees in
camps they have been displaced into. What if cabbage crops
die out? Will the Koreans make the same dish using frozen
cabbage? If they did, will UNESCO protect frozen cabbage as
well? The situation is very dangerous and calls for immediate
action, because as we know, North Korea has nuclear pow-
ers. 

I wish the UNESCO would, besides protecting Iraqi and
Syrian monuments, protect two famous Arab dishes - fatteh
in the Levant and masgouf fish in Iraq. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

The coming

Syrian volcano

Al-Jarida

By Dr Hassan Jouhar 

The Middle East is now over the mouth of a very
active volcano that is about to erupt after the
shooting down of the Russian fighter with Turkish

missiles while it was striking terrorist groups in Syria.
This incident will not pass peacefully in view the dan-
gerous acceleration in the Russian attitude and the
statements made by President Putin, who described the
incident as a “stab in the back by Turkey”, then changed
his words to a “declaration of war against Russia”. He
also accused President Erdogan of being a “major
regional supporter of IS”. 

The Turkish attitude, itself, seemed weird and unjus-
tified. It coincided with very rapid developments after
the terrorist attacks in France. Some official and non-
official European voices started calling for choking cer-
tain countries they pinpointed, including Turkey, accus-
ing them of ideologically and politically supporting rad-
ical armed organizations through facilitating their oper-
ations and providing them with logistic and financial
support. Western demands even went as far as holding
those countries accountable even if they were allies. At
the same time, Russia was beginning to achieve field
victories in such a short period and managed to do
what the US allied forces failed to do in two years. 

Many strategic analysts justify Turkey’s, Western and
even, some regional countries’ disturbance by the
Russian interference in Syria by the destruction Moscow
managed to afflict upon terrorist insurgents, their head-
quarters, lines of oil supply and infrastructure. The
Russian strikes included IS and other insurgents who
are deemed as ‘negotiation tools’ in the hands of some
regional and international powers who intend to use
them in the coming Vienna meeting. In other words,
the Russians have been achieving both military and
political achievements and victories and the ones who
would be most affected with such victories are the
Turks, who have fully supporting toppling the Syrian
regime, which is becoming impossible.   

Therefore, shooting down the Russian fighter by
Turkish planes, ambushing it flying out of a NATO base
and its falling in territories controlled by Syrian
Turkmen, has very clear indications of forcing the entire
NATO into the problem to back up Turkey. Therefore,
the quick Russian reaction to shooting down one of its
planes by deploying its S300 and S400 missiles along
Turkish borders will surely be responded to by deploy-
ing NATO’s missiles along the other side of the Syrian
borders, which is similar to what happened between
the Soviet Union and US when they divided Europe into
eastern and western sides during the Cold War with
only one major difference this time - the war in Syria is
no longer cold. In fact it is becoming extremely hot and
might even get hotter within the next few days. 

The prime beneficiary of shifting the confrontation
into one between regional countries and major powers
is IS and other terrorist organizations who are currently
very capable of reaching central Europe as they did in
Paris. 

— Translated by Kuwait Time
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Crime
R e p o r t

Convicted drug
dealer arrested

KUWAIT: A man, who had been wanted for a four-year
prison verdict for abusing and trading in drugs, was arrest-
ed in a workshop in Jahra industrial area, said security
sources, noting that the suspect tried to escape but was
controlled and referred to relevant authorities. 

Swine flu
Well-informed health sources said that four swine flu cases
were discovered amongst students of a private school in
Salmiya, and that by examining other students as a precau-
tionary measure, they were all found clear of the H1N1 virus.
The sources also stressed that swine flu was no longer dan-
gerous and that it was only as dangerous as seasonal flu,
unless infected people suffer from other chronic diseases
such as diabetes, blood pressure, heart or lung diseases. 

Medical error
The court of appeal sentenced a private plastic surgery
clinic to pay the family of a patient who died because
of a medical error at the clinic the sum of KD 50,000. 

Dress stolen
A popular female Kuwaiti stylist and designer reported that
another popular female artiste had borrowed a dress from
her to use for a film session, but did not return it. The stylist
urged the police to act and recover her expensive dress. 

Duo hurt in fight
A citizen and a bedoon were injured in a fight inside
Taima police station in Jahra, said security sources, not-
ing that the two men were at the station over some
financial claims. The sources added that on being taken
to Jahra Hospital, both men’s relatives rushed there to
finish the fight, but security sources held them back. 

Forgery
Two persons were arrested for registering mobile phone lines
under the names of other citizens and expats without their knowl-
edge, said security sources, noting that the case was discovered
when an Egyptian man reported finding a line registered under
his name without his knowledge. The suspects confessed to using
others’ ID photocopies in purchasing the lines and reselling them
to people who wanted to buy mobile phone lines without being
linked to them. — Al-Rai

Smuggling foiled
Nuwaiseeb customs inspectors foiled two smuggling attempts
- a citizen and a Saudi were arrested with five liquor bottles and
a Bahraini was arrested with some witchcraft items. 

‘Missing’ girl found
A woman was arrested in Sharq late at night, after police stopped
her and found she was missing for 12 days, as a case was lodged
at Salmiya police station. The girl was sent to the relevant police
station for processing, who handed her to her family.

Shopper assaulted
Two men beat a woman inside a co-op society without an appar-
ent reason, according to her statements. The woman filed a com-
plaint at Salam police station. — Al-Rai

No income tax

plans: Ministry

KUWAIT: Kuwait has no plans to enforce income
taxes on individuals at any time since it enjoys a
strong financial situation and stays committed to
the rentier state concept,  a senior Finance
Ministry official said.

Speaking about Kuwait ’s budget during a
recent inter view with Kuwait Radio FM,
Undersecretary Khalifa Hamada said that while
reducing the payroll of the public sector which
eats up the majority of the budget remains an
unfeasible option, Kuwait must not expand it in
order to prevent increasing the budget deficit.

On governmental projects, Hamada indicated
that there are no plans to postpone strategic proj-
ects with an economic dimension, but reiterated
that “now is not a suitable time for the govern-
ment to expand organizational structures and
establish new authorities.” — Al-Qabas

‘Opinion’ cases not included

in extradition agreement

KUWAIT: An agreement that Kuwait and the United
Kingdom signed last Thursday on extradition and judicial
assistance in criminal matters does not cover people accused
of instigating sectarian tensions because the British law classi-
fies that as an opinion rather than being a criminal offense.
The extradition of convicts between the two countries will
require approval from the UK’s ministry of justice, a Kuwaiti
government sources said. He added that the agreement was
not signed with the intention of extraditing certain individu-
als, but rather to establish a legal framework that enables
authorities in both countries to exchange assistance in crimi-
nal matters, such as confiscating evidence. — Al-Qabas

KUWAIT: This file photo shows the Jaber Hospital under construction.

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Education (MoE)
has suspended the files of around 200
Arabic and foreign private schools for vio-
lating the rules and regulations set by the
ministry, said informed educational
sources, noting that the decision led to
freezing around 800 transactions mainly
concerning renewing teachers’ and staff
residency visas because they were only
doable through the private education
directorate. 

The sources explained that most viola-
tions were in the form of unlawfully increas-
ing tuition fees and not paying teachers
wages stipulated in various ministry deci-
sions. The sources added said that the
affected schools urged the MoE assistant
undersecretary for private education to

help complete the transactions to avoid
legal accountability if teachers and staff
members’ residencies expire. 

Notably, these strict measures were
ordered by Minister Bader Al-Essa, who
called for applying the law on all schools
and not allowing tuition fee increases
unless by ministerial decisions.
“Accordingly, the problem will remain
unsolved until the minister is back,” stressed
the sources. 

Teachers arrested
In a different concern, the quadruple

committee comprising of elements form
the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Social
Affairs and Labor, Kuwait Municipality and
Ministry of Commerce and Indusrtry

recently arrested 52 teachers (including 25
working for MoE) who were working for a
private institute in Hawally in violation of
residency laws. Informed sources said that
on storming an institute supposedly teach-
ing computer courses, the committee
found out that it had been turned into a
center for private tuitions.  In another edu-
cational development, well-informed
sources said that orders had been issued to
refer a school director for investigation over
prolonging the school day until 2:30 pm
with the excuse of having to cover the
school curriculum without being author-
ized by the ministry. The sources added
that once the concerned school is identi-
fied, its director would be referred for inves-
tigations. — Al-Jarida, Al-Anbaa
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private school files 
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Recent ruling suggests

joining IS not

criminalized in Kuwait

GCC mulls blacklist

KUWAIT: Kuwait lacks a legislation that criminalizes
the Islamic State (IS), therefore persons accused of
belonging to the terrorist organization cannot be
convicted. This is according to a recent court order
which acquitted a Kuwaiti man of charges of fighting
with IS in Syria, saying that the court does not have
the jurisdiction to decide on whether a society, group
or organization was banned or not.

According to the sentence paper made on
October 21, 2015, says that ‘while the legislator has
banned societies, associations or groups that spread
principles that seek destruction of the basic stan-
dards of the country, he did not give specifications on
considering a society, group or organization as illegal,
nor did he authorize a legal tool by which this can be
determined.”

“If a suspect had joined the so-called Islamic State,
and regardless of the principles that the group is
based on and which the court has no say in, his
action cannot be considered a criminal one,” Al-Qabas
daily reported yesterday quoting the sentence
papers.

GCC blacklist
In other news, Al-Jarida daily reported quoting

government sources saying that Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries plan soon to issue a unified
list that includes names of terrorists, fugitives and
deportees on order to prevent them from moving
from one GCC state to another. In addition to his or
her name, the list would include a person’s fingerprint
or eye print, the source said, adding that this issue
has been discussed during a recent meeting for GCC
interior ministers. — Al-Qabas, Al-Jarida


